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The FOOD FILM FEST, sponsored by Montagna Italia
Association and the Chamber of Commerce of Bergamo,
with the artistic direction of Festival International del
Cinema Association, is an international competition
dedicated to food and film. The event aims to promote a
culture of food through conscious films, shorts,
documentaries and animations that develop around the
taste, culinary art, the issues related to a proper nutrition
and food production, to biodiversity and gastronomic memory
as a collective heritage to be preserved.

The Expo 2015 will be an extraordinary event that will give
visibility to the universal tradition, creativity and innovation
in the food sector, proposing these issues in the light of the
new global scenarios.
The organization collects these ideas, to give life to a film
festival that identifies the food, in all its forms, its central
theme. There are 3 contest sections:

SHORT FILMS section is open to films in any format, no
longer than 20 minutes. The works should present the food
as an expression of culture and knowledge, as passion or

obsession, as a representative of a social condition.
DOCUMENTARY section is open to works in any format, that
have to subject agribusiness issues, issues related to nutri-
tion, the memory of ancient recipes, the culinary traditions
of a given territory, the production of particular products,
food as passion or resource, nutritional education.

The TV section is open to feature films, TV series, fiction or
documentary on gastronomic themes, regardless of size or
duration.

The films must be submitted on DVD, subtitled in English or
in Italian, not later than 15.06.2014. 

Attached is requested synopsis of the film, technical details,
photographs of the scene and form. The selection is the sole
responsibility of the artistic direction of the Festival. The
production and authors take full responsibility for the
content and dissemination of films and raise the
organization of the Festival from any liability to third parties. 

The works must be sent to:
Festival Internazionale del Cinema Association 
Via Zelasco, 1 - 24122 Bergamo - Italy
Tel +39 035237323 Fax: +39 035224686 
www.www.festivalcinemadarte.it

Food Film Festival organizes also a photo competition on the
same issues. The competition doesn’t admitt   photos made
in posing studio. The photos must have as a subject food
and nutrition in all senses: typical grocery stores, markets,
street food, people eating, cooking, transforming raw
materials; issues related to nutrition; crops and activities
related to agriculture and farming, the food culture all over
the world.

The location of the Festival, Piazza della Libertà, will become
“the Square of the Flavours”. Here visitors can find gourmet
products, information on food issues, special events and
sample the best that local production is able to offer to the-
palates.
With this special event, the organization intends to further
promote the culinary culture.

WHAT IS IT?

Via Zelasco 1 - 24122 Bergamo
Tel: +39 035 237323  - Fax +39 035 224686  
info@montagnaitalia.com  
www.montagnaitalia.com

ORGANIZZAZIONE

Largo Belotti 16 - 24121 Bergamo
Tel: +39 035 4225111 - Fax +39 035 226023
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www.bg.camcom.gov.it
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Art. 1 -The Montagna Italia Association and the Bergamo Chamber
of Commerce, with the artistic direction of Festival Internazionale
del Cinema Association, organize the 1st edition of Food Film Fest
– Film & Food Film Festival. The Festival is open to all Italian and
foreign short filmmakers and producers (companies, associations,
individuals). Short, medium and full length documentary and fiction
documentary works are eligible. 

The Festival hosts the following contest categories:
SHORT - Open to film in any format, no longer than 20 minutes.
Works that present the food as a cultural expression, as passion
or obsession, as a representative element of a social condition.
DOC - Open to works in any format, which have as their
subject food issues, problems related to nutrition, the memory
of ancient recipes, the gastronomic traditions of a specific
territory, the production of particular products, food as a
passion or resource , nutritional education.
TV - Open to feature films, TV series, documentary or fiction
themed gourmet, regardless of format or duration.

Art. 2 - Each filmmaker can send one or more works.  The film ad-
mitted to the competition must have been produced after January,
1st 2009.

Art. 3 - The Festival will take place in Bergamo - Palazzo dei
Contrattio e delle Manifestazioni, from 11 to 14 September 2014.
The films admitted will be screened according to a schedule
decided solely by Festival Direction Board.

Art. 4 - The Organizing Committee appoints both the Selection
Committee, which is in charge of film admission to the competi-
tion and whose decision is final, and the Jury, in charge of awar-
ding the prizes to the films.

Art. 5 -The Festival Direction Board, on the Selection Committee's
requests, reserves the right to check on the admission of works
to either contest.

Art. 6 -The selected films will be judged by a Jury that will award
the following prizes:
BEST SHORT
Jury or the Organizing Committee will assign the Prize  to the
winner movie and eventual other prizes.
BEST DOC
Jury or the Organizing Committee will assign the Prize to the
winner movie and eventual other prizes.
BEST TV
Jury or the Organizing Committee will assign the Prize to the
winner movie and eventual other prizes.

Art.7 - Copies of the works sent for selection can not be replaced
or collected for any reason. Exceptions will be made only by the
Festival Direction Board in the sole of the event.
The following material must be attached to the entry form:
- Technical and artistic description in word or pdf format
- Synopsis  translated into Italian, in word or pdf format is
compulsory
- Filmmaker bio and film production
- 3 Pictures from the film (colour or black and white, possibly in
digital format) and the authorization to publish them for free in
the Festival catalogue or to give them to the press. Maximum
weight of each photograph is 6 MB and the longer side has to be
minimun 1600 pixel.
- Author's portrait picture.
The following material can also be attached:
- Director's statement or interview and discussion about the film
and its making of.

- Articles and reviews about the film
- Posters and other promotional material

Art. 8 - Works submitted to selection must be sent in DVD format
together with the entry form to:
Festival Internazionale del Cinema Association  - Via Zelasco, 1 -
24122 Bergamo, Italy
Deadline for applications is June, 15th 2014. No exceptions will be
made.

Art. 9  - After July 15th, 2014, the Festival staff will inform the
selected filmmakers the date of their work's screening.

Art. 10  - Only DVD format is allowed for the screening. Expenses
for shipment and insurance of the works are of the filmmakers /
producers. Works submitted for selection will not be returned.
There arent’t refunds for screening fees.

Art. 11 - Filmmakers and producers are required to authorise the
publication of their personal data on the web-site, the official
festival catalogue and their release to the press for promotional
purposes.

Art. 12 - Works submitted for selection will not be returned.

Art. 13 - Participation in the contest implies full acceptance of the
Festival rules and regulation.

Art. 14 - The Organizing Committee is in charge of possible
disputes or cases not foreseen by the Festival rules and regula-
tion.

REGULATION
FILM COMPETITION
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ENTRYFORM

Please fill the form and send with all the

required materials to:
Festival Internazionale del Cinema Association

Via Zelasco 1 - 24122 Bergamo - Italia

Tel. +39 035 237323 - Fax +39 035 224686

relazioni@festivalcinemadarte.it

FILM

Original title

English title

Country of production

Year of production

Language

Subtitles YES NO

(If yes) subtitles language

Lenght (in minutes)

Original format

Submitted for the contest

SHORT

DOC

TV

CONTACTS

Director’s name

Place and date of birth

Address

Postal code / City

Country

Tel / Fax

E-mail

Production

Tel / Fax

E-mail

DICHIARAZIONE

All the requested documents (Art 7) are here enclosed.
I declare that I read in full and accept the Festival regulations.
I declare to be responsible for the film and to own the rights for
its screening in Italy.
I declare to give to the Festival Film Library my copy or my copies
of the movie.

Date

Signature

We inform that, following the art. 12 of the d.lgs n. 196/2003, all
the personal details will be used only for newsletter and for
sending information and advertisement about the Festival.

Deadline for inscription:
15/06/2014

FILM COMPETITION
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Art. 1 - The Association Montagna Italia and the Bergamo Chamber
of Commerce, with the artistic direction of Festival Internazionale
del Cinema Association organize the photo contest inside of the I
Edition of Food Film fest.
The Festival is open to every people who are of age and keen of
photography.

Art. 2 - Every person can send up to 3 photographs. 

Art. 3 - The Photograph Contest will take place at the I Edition of
Food Film fest in Bergamo in Spetember, from 24th to 28th.
15 photos will be selected for the final phase and they will be
shown and displayed to the public as the program of the
Organizing Committee.

Art. 4 - The Organizing Commitee mentions the Jury that have the
charge of selection of photographs and of the declaration of the
winner.

Art. 5- Only the Jury can take the decision for the selection of the
photographs and for the prize-giving of the winning.

Art.6 - The photographs may not be removed or replaced for any
reason except in cases where, in the interest of Event, specifically
waived by the Organizing Committee.

Art. 7 The following material is mandatory to have your
photographs admitted:
-the entry form filled in every part

-maximum 3 digital photographs on CD ROM (or via wetransfer),
jpeg format, high resolution. We ask the autorization to screen
them, to
publish them for fee in the Festival catalogue or to give them to
the press. Every photograph can weigh 6 MB maximum.
Minimun dimension for the greater side has to be 1600 pixel.
-The receipt of bank transfert of 10,00 euro
-photographs’s portrait picture (colour)
Cost
The fee due for the submission amounts to Euro 10,00.
It is necessary the receipt of the bank trasfert to complete the
inscription.
You can pay:
-By bank account with a bank transfert: Banca della Bergamasca
Credito
Cooperativo Filiale di Bergamo centro IBAN:
IT47C0894011100000000124378
-By postal giro account number 16505240 with the head
“Associazione Montagna Italia” and the cause “International Photo
Contest”; Swift code ICRAITRRQ40
-Directly to our office, to the address above. You must give us the
copy of the receipt of payment.

Art. 8  - The address to send or deliver the material required at
the article 7 is: 
Festival Internazionale del Cinema Association  - Via Zelasco, 1 -
24122 Bergamo (Italy). Please send or deliver it by June, 15th.
Tou can eventually send materials by wetransfer at          rela-
zioni@festivalcinemadarte.it or by fax at n. +39-035-224686

Art. 9 - After July 15th 2014, the Organizing Committee will inform
the authors of the winning photographs.

Art. 10  - Expenses for shipment and insurance of the photographs
are charge of the photographers. Photographs submitted for the
selection will be not returned.

Art. 11  - The photographers allow the publication of their personal
data on the website and catalogue for promotional purposes.

Art. 12 - The authors of the selected images allow the projection,
reproduction and publication (press, online,tv) of their photos
with the only purpose of the promotion of the Contest.
By entering, participants warrant that his or her entry materials
are original, do not infringe on any third party’s rights, and that
participant has obtained any necessary permissions from any third
party if a third party or third party’s property appears in the
photograph. The Committee Organizers reserves the right to
disqualify any entry if we finds in its sole discretion that any of the
foregoing warranties are not true.

Art. 13 - By entering this competition, participants agree to all
entry rules specified in this regulation.

Art. 14 - For eventual case or dispute not includes in the
regulation, only the Organizing Committee is in charge.

REGULATION
PHOTO COMPETITION



To submit your photographs for the PhotoContest please fill in the
following entry form and send or deliver the materiale required
to:

Festival Internazionale del Cinema Association
Via Zelasco, 1 - 24122 Bergamo - Italy
Tel. +39 035 237323 - Fax +39 035 224686
relazioni@festivalcinemadarte.it

Deadline for applications is 15/06/2014
Registration is valid only if all requested material is enclosed.
Please fill in the form completely and with a clear and legible hand
writing.

FOTOGRAFIE
Please insert the title of the photographs, place and date.
Important: each photograph in jpeg format must have in the title
the same title insert in the schedule. 

CONTACT INFO

Name/Surname

Place and Date of Birth

Address

Postal Code/City

Country

Tel / Fax

E-mail

DICHIARAZIONE

I declare that I read in full and accept the Festival regulations.
I declare to be responsible for the photographs and to own the
rights for its screening in Italy.

Date

Signature

We inform that, following the art. 13 of the d.lgs n. 196/2003, all
thepersonal details will be used only for newsletter and for
sending information and advertisement about the Festival.
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TITLE PLACE DATE

1

2

3

ENTRY FORM
PHOTO COMPETITION


